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A new microfluidic cell culture device compatible with real-time nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) is presented here. The intended application is the long-term mon-
itoring of 3D cell cultures by several techniques. The system has been designed to
fit inside commercially available NMR equipment to obtain maximum readout re-
solution when working with small samples. Moreover, the microfluidic device inte-
grates a fibre-optic-based sensor to monitor parameters such as oxygen, pH, or
temperature during NMR monitoring, and it also allows the use of optical micros-
copy techniques such as confocal fluorescence microscopy. This manuscript reports
the initial trials culturing neurospheres inside the microchamber of this device and
the preliminary images and spatially localised spectra obtained by NMR. The
images show the presence of a necrotic area in the interior of the neurospheres, as
is frequently observed in histological preparations; this phenomenon appears when-
ever the distance between the cells and fresh nutrients impairs the diffusion of oxy-
gen. Moreover, the spectra acquired in a volume of 8 nl inside the neurosphere
show an accumulation of lactate and lipids, which are indicative of anoxic condi-
tions. Additionally, a basis for general temperature control and monitoring and a
graphical control software have been developed and are also described. The com-
plete platform will allow biomedical assays of therapeutic agents to be performed
in the early phases of therapeutic development. Thus, small quantities of drugs or
advanced nanodevices may be studied long-term under simulated living conditions
that mimic the flow and distribution of nutrients.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4902002]
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a technique that is widely employed in clinical practice
for diagnosing and monitoring diseases in patients, particularly, when soft tissues are involved.
There are several modalities that exploit the different characteristics of this technique. For
example, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) produces high quality images of the inside of the
human body that enable the precise localisation of alterations, whereas magnetic resonance
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: Vicent.Esteve@uv.es.
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spectroscopy (MRS) provides spectra that are of considerable importance for determining the
diagnosis, evaluating the prognosis, and conducting the follow up of diseases that are difficult
to manage such as brain tumours.1
The use of new therapeutic and contrast agents in humans is very restricted, and testing in
experimental animals will always be limited.
A detailed microscopic analysis of the response and NMR characteristics of cellular sys-
tems in vitro can provide very relevant information for the interpretation of clinical MRI and
MRS monitoring observations. Moreover, testing and fine-tuning of the quantification of some
parameters are possible at higher resolutions. These measurements can afterwards serve as
well-founded references.2
Furthermore, a multimodal image comparison that includes optical microscopy will provide
complementary information, which is often indispensable in clinical practice.
One common approach is the direct study of biopsies taken from the tissue of interest,
which can be very informative but frequently has severe limitations.3,4 In vitro cell culture is a
key methodology in biomedical studies, and there is a growing demand for detailed in vitro
analyses.5 Nevertheless, the lack of knowledge about the functioning of living tissues and about
the factors that induce and maintain the differentiation observed in several types of tissues, in
particular, the heterogeneous phenotypes that tumoural cells show in vivo, limit their replication
in research studies.
On the other hand, biotechnological research has generated great interest in the develop-
ment of new drug delivery systems to improve both the pharmacological and therapeutic prop-
erties of drugs. Drug delivery systems based on nanomaterials offer easier penetration in certain
regions of the body due to their small size and simple surface modification.6–8
For example, gold nanoparticles conjugated with antibodies have proved to be useful for both
selective imaging and the photothermal ablation of cancer cells.9–11 Their importance as contrast
agents for NMR or as therapeutic agents relies on an understanding of their distribution, half-life
and excretion from or storage inside the target cells, and the subsequent development of these cells
and their neighbours.12,13 Moreover, performing such a complete analysis requires long-term moni-
toring, including multimodal imaging and NMR, and the observation of an identical system (not a
similar one reproduced in another plate) and each individual cell within that system.
To mimic the same conditions experienced by cells in vivo and to have maximum control
of that environment, an active study in the scientific community is being conducted to develop
devices that combine microfluidic and microfabrication techniques to construct structures and
matrices that simulate the cellular environment inside living tissues.14 Thus, the nutrients and
signalling factors as well as the gas exchange and mechanical forces that the cells experience
would be extensively controlled.15–18
The increasing sophistication of the lithography techniques and computer-directed construc-
tion used in the fabrication of chips and electronic devices allows the design of complex sys-
tems, in which several types of sensors can be integrated to implement “micro-scale labo-
ratories” (Lab-on-a-Chip). Diverse materials are employed in the construction of such devices,
but resins and polymers [PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane), COP (Cyclo Olefin Polymers), PMMA
(Poly(methyl methacrylate)), SU-8, etc.] are predominately used. A wide variety of designs for
specific applications are being developed, although most of these designs are still at a prelimi-
nary stage of development.19
NMR microscopy has developed in parallel with the standard macroscopic image techni-
ques used in clinical and animal applications.20–22 However, further developments and applica-
tions will require increased resolution and adequate methods for handling small living samples.
Such technological challenges can only be addressed by a close and coordinated collaboration
with specialised developers.
Several home-made devices for containing cells during NMR analysis have been prepared
for specific studies. Some of these are designed for bulk spectroscopy23 and others are designed
for microimaging24 or a combination of microimaging and spectroscopy,25,26 and some are also
designed to include fluidics.23 However, none of these devices are easy to use with standard
commercially available equipment, and in general, they are of limited scope.
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Here, we describe a new device capable of long-term monitoring of organotypic cell cul-
tures by NMR and optical techniques. The aim was to develop a complete platform that permits
a multimodal analysis of a 3D cell culture, while maintaining conditions that mimic natural tis-
sue, including the flow of nutrients and the cellular microenvironment. Our results report the
development of a microfluidic chip for cells based on SU-8 as well as its packaging for easy
handling, replacement, and coupling to NMR electronics. We present a preliminary NMR anal-
ysis of neurosphere cultures to show the potential feasibility of the device.
NEW MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE DESIGN
While there are already many different approaches to obtaining stable cell cultures on micro-
fluidic devices, coupling such devices to an NMR system for monitoring remains challenging in
practice. As a result, these devices suffer from limitations in sensitivity and resolution. The strat-
egy selected in this design aims to increase the signal-to-noise ratio using a microcoil in close
proximity to the sample and to obtain maximum resolution using strong magnetic gradients. As
the microfluidic chip is intended to be disposable, the microcoil is fabricated with a different
substrate, and is then placed directly on top of the cell microchamber by using a dedicated pack-
aging (see Figure 1). Moreover, to achieve a minimal distance between the microcoil and the bi-
ological sample under study, a thin layer is used for the fabrication of the microchamber cover
(75lm). The total thickness of the chip is 550lm. This allows for insertion into the microgra-
dient device while maintaining optimal proximity to the magnetic fields (Figure 1(d)).
The complete assembly of the microfluidic device was designed to include the following
items:
(a) A PCB (Printed Circuit Board) with an integrated microcoil fabricated by Bruker Biospin
(Karlsruhe, Germany) and now commercially available with several microcoil diameters
(Coil-on-a-chip Technology, product code: PI610M50).
(b) A microfluidic chip for cell culture (see detail of the design in Figure 2) that is designed as
follows: Microfluidic devices were fabricated using SU-8 photolithography combined with
an SU-8 to SU-8 bonding process.27,28 SU-8 is an NMR-compatible material that offers high
fabrication resolution,29 transparency for optical inspection,30 enough mechanical stability
for easy handling and coupling with the microcoil,31,32 and biocompatibility for use as a
structural material for cell culture applications.33–37 The final design of the device is pre-
sented in Figure 2 and consists of a 56mm long chip that includes a 2 by 2mm microcham-
ber. The microchamber can be reached through four dedicated microchannels, which allow
the required microfluidic control and facilitate access to the optical sensors. Each one of
these four microchannels has a dedicated task as follows:
FIG. 1. (a) View of the device parts assembly. (b) Cell culture chip packaged with microfluidic connections. (c) The PCB
is screwed to the packaging to place the microcoil in close contact with the cell culture microchamber. (d) The system is
mounted inside the NMR sensor.
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Optical sensor placement: This microchannel holds the optical fibres used as sensors.
The fibre is introduced through the microchannel until the tip finds the main culture cham-
ber. Readout from the fibre is then used for temperature and pH monitoring.
Nutrient inlet: This microchannel is used for the perfusion of nutrients to the micro-
chamber. A constant flow is applied to refresh the oxygen and nutrient concentration during
the cell culture experiment. Low-flow rates (<1 ll/min) were applied to avoid a dragging
effect on cells under culture, which could result in voiding the microchamber.
Cell loading: Cells are carried through this microchannel to fill the microchamber. To
allow the use of cell aggregates (like neurospheres) and to avoid clogging, the channel width
is at least 200 lm or wider.
Nutrient outlet: Nutrients and waste residuals exit the chamber using this microchannel.
As shown in Figure 2, pillars have narrow distances between them (75 lm) to prevent cell
aggregates from being dragged out of the microchamber.
(c) A packaging body that supports the fluidic connections as well as the whole assembly by
dedicated screws and joints (see Figure 1) that is designed as follows: The package is di-
vided into two parts: a micro-device holder and an upper cover. The micro-device holder
lodges the inlet-sealing o-rings and connects them to three fluidic tube connectors by means
of internal channels. It also has mechanical clamps to fix the package to the NMR sensor. As
long as the cover is screwed down over the chip holder, the micro-device is sealed and
coupled to the tubes and is mechanically attached to the NMR sensor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fabrication
The fabrication of the microfluidic device starts with the temporary bonding of a KaptonTM
film on top of a 400 PyrexTM wafer. Kapton is used because it has low adhesion to SU-8,
enabling an easy final release of the device once the fabrication has concluded. Then, an 80lm
thick SU-8 layer is spun and soft-baked (SB) by heating the wafer in two steps; first up to
65 C for 10min and then up to 95 C for 30min. Once the SB treatment finishes, an exposure
of 400 mJ cm2 is performed using a mask, which will define the bottom layer of the microflui-
dic channel. Next, a post-baked (PB) treatment is applied by heating the wafer up to 65 C for
5min followed by 95 C for 15min. Then, a 160 lm thick SU-8 layer is processed on top by
repeating the process described above twice, using the same SB, exposure, and PB steps. The
exposure step is performed using the same parameters, while using a new mask, and in this
case, the mask defines the microchannels and chambers. Then, a 20 lm thick layer is processed
for use as a bonding layer. While the SB parameters are kept the same, the PB parameters are
changed by reducing the heating step at 95 C down to 7min. Then, using another 400 Pyrex wa-
fer with a Kapton film laminated on top, a new 80 lm thick layer of SU-8 is processed as pre-
viously described to define the cover of the microchannels. This layer includes holes for use as
FIG. 2. Top view of the microfluidic chip design showing the most relevant features and dimensions.
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fluidic inlets and outlets. Then, two 80 lm and one final 20 lm thick SU-8 layers are processed
on top using the same mask used in the first wafer to define the microchannels but reversed.
Finally, both wafers are aligned and bonded by applying a pressure of 3 bars at a temperature
of 100 C. Finally, the devices are manually released.
To avoid interferences in the measurement process, no conducting or magnetic materials
are used for any part of the package. The micro-device holder and the cover are made of an ep-
oxy resin and are fabricated by stereolithography. This technology allows each part to be built
in a very compact and accurate way, including screws, internal channels of any shape, align-
ment features, etc. The sealing o-rings are made of a silicone elastomer, the fluidic connectors
are made of PEEK, and the screws are made of nylon.
Assembly
Optical fibre-based sensors of pH (PRESENSTM, pH-1Micro) and temperature (LumaSenseTM,
Fluoroptic Temperature Probe) are introduced into the microchamber and sealed (Figure 3(c)).
The whole device is assembled on the packaging holding the microfluidics and fastened by
dedicated plastic screws. Thus, the device can be inserted together with the PCB containing the
coil inside the magnetic gradient system for NMR analysis, or it can be mounted on a base for
optical monitoring during the culture.
A supporting base with an integrated design made of methacrylate that allows for the
replacement of parts has been developed to prepare and monitor the system when it is outside
the NMR equipment. The support incorporates a Peltier plate for thermostatting and several
parts to hold and protect the chip and to encapsulate the fluidics and fibre optics. A microcon-
troller directs the thermostatisation and mechanical operations. We have incorporated a camera
for time-lapse recording of the microchamber contents.
Finally, a mini-cabin has been constructed to protect and isolate the monitoring system
from physical damage, dust, and thermal fluctuations. The assembly parts are made of methac-
rylate and aluminium and permit access from all sides. A wide frontal sliding shutter allows the
supporting base to be placed inside the cabin and manipulated from within the cabin. Two
FIG. 3. Monitoring and control. (a) View of the device mounted on the monitoring base. (b) Confocal 3D image in which
the background fluorescence emitted by the SU-8 can be observed; the shape of some pillars are visible at the top, while
inside the main chamber, only some silica-based particles containing fluorescence are clearly visible with little background
intensity. (c) View of the main culture microchamber where the tips of the fibre optic sensors are visible on the left of the
image. (d) Window presenting the GUI of the control and visualisation software MICHORMON.
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lateral and two rear windows also provided with sliding shutters allow the insertion of conduc-
tions and cables for external connections. The cabin can be mounted over a basic damping plat-
form or optical board of metric spacing (more information available upon request).
The background fluorescence and resolution obtainable by multiphoton fluorescence mi-
croscopy were tested, proving the feasibility of the system (plastics often emit some fluores-
cence, but in this case, the thin cover used emits a low amount of background fluorescence
around the culture chamber, see Figure 3(b) for a bi-photon confocal microscopy assay on an
OlympusTM FV1000MPE microscope). Home-made software was developed in Matlab to con-
trol the whole system (temperature, sensor activation, data logging, etc.; see Figure 3(d)).
Neurosphere culture
Neurospheres were grown using a bank of stored precursor cells obtained from the subventric-
ular zone of rat brains prepared in previous experiments.38 The cells were dispersed mechanically
and cultured for 7 days in Petri dishes with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium DMEM:F12
containing 10% FBS (fetal bovine serum) at 37 C with an air atmosphere containing 5% CO2
until neurospheres of a mean diameter of approximately 300lm were formed. The medium was
supplemented with an N2 hormone mix and EGF (epidermal growth factor) and bFGF (basic fibro-
blast growth factor) as mitogens.39 The neurospheres were introduced into the microchamber by
injection through the dedicated loading channel of the microfluidic device. The system was main-
tained at 37 C, and the basal DMEM:F12 medium with 10% FBS was provided at a low-flow
rate of 10 nl/min if not otherwise specified.
NMR
NMR microscopy and spectroscopy were carried out in a BrukerTM spectrometer at 14 T
with 60A xyz gradient amplifiers (GREAT 60) using a Micro5 probe and surface microcoils
(500 lm internal diameter). Spatial gradients were generated with a new high-gradient system
adapted to such microcoils (3000G/cm).
Gradient echo-based image pulse sequences were tested using a 7–15ms echo time, a
2mm field of view, 128–512 scans and a 1–4 h total acquisition time. The experiments gener-
ated a matrix of data points of 256 256 and 128 128.
Single-voxel localised spectra were acquired using a PRESS sequence with water suppres-
sion on a volume of 8 nl (0.2 0.2 0.2). The acquisition time was 1 h 420 (4098 scans).
Tests of the flow control, of the microimage analysis of the injection system, and of the
fluid dynamics were performed by Gradient Echo and MDEFT (Modified Driven-Equilibrium
Fourier Transform) pulse sequences using flows of 0, 0.2, 1, 10, 100, and 500ll/min. Data
were acquired as a matrix of 64 64 using four scans.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Microfluidic device
The resulting SU-8-based microfluidic device is shown in Figures 1 and 3(a). As can be
observed, no curvature is obtained despite the unusual length of the chip and the high internal
stress associated with SU-8 fabrication processes. As a result, a good contact between the cell cul-
ture microchamber and the microcoil can be achieved, resulting in a higher NMR analysis resolu-
tion. The planarity of the chip was obtained, thanks to the fabrication process strategy, which was
based on the bonding of two similarly structured SU-8 films. Being equal in thickness and exactly
mirrored in design when finally bonded, the SU-8 chip deflection is negligible. This is because in-
ternal stresses from both SU-8 layers work in opposite directions, resulting in a planar device.
Moreover, the fabrication process facilitates the safe development of the required micropillars. If
such structures had been fabricated on the same SU-8 layer, it would have been difficult to ensure
complete SU-8 development without a high risk of pillar tilting or even complete detachment.
This microchamber was designed to fit the new microgradient devices used in Bruker
equipment to obtain maximum resolution when working with small samples. In particular, the
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necessary proximity to the surface of the new planar microcoil required a very thin (approxi-
mately 75 lm) cover surface over the growth chamber area. This design allows the exploitation
of the capabilities of the microcoils and microgradients, while the cell culture is maintained in-
dependent of the electronic system.
A long free surface of the chip outside the encapsulate is required for insertion into the
NMR equipment and for reaching the microcoil position, but this makes the chip very suscepti-
ble to damage and bending. This problem requires construction of a dedicated holding system
to enable the chip to function outside of NMR devices. The holding system is composed of a
cabin and a basement that can support the attachment of the thermal control and the optical
monitoring devices.
The size of the pre-chamber was adjusted to guarantee a uniform flow entering the main
microchamber. Despite the reduced thickness of the chip, it supports fast flows of approxi-
mately 1ml/min, which can be useful for cleaning and bubble elimination during the prepara-
tion of the chamber prior to receiving cells. The size of the microchamber (approximately four
square millimetres) requires small quantities of cells and medium, thus an organotypic piece of
tissue up to a maximum 400 lm thickness can be readily obtained. A dedicated microchannel
allows the cells to be placed directly inside the main culture chamber, while the medium flow
continues through the pre-chamber, thus circumventing any clogging created during the injec-
tion of cells. This offers a major degree of manoeuvrability.
Cell culture
Neurospheres of approximately 300 lm diameter were injected into the microchamber and
were successfully grown for 48 h until coalescence. Then, we eliminated the mitogens from the
medium (EGF and bFGF growth factors), allowing cells to differentiate for 72 h. A variety of
morphologies characteristic of neuronal and radial glia were obtained, including the formation
of a 3D structure (see Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). A low flow of approximately 10 nl/min was used
to maintain a local microenvironment around the cells that allowed an adequate renovation of
the medium.
FIG. 4. Images of the neurospheres growing inside the microfluidic device. (a) Some neurospheres coalesced, growing in a
corner at the entrance of the cell conduction channel. (b) The shape of the differentiated cells is indicated by a 3D out-
growth from the aggregated mass. (c) and (d) Optical images with the microcoil superimposed onto the microchamber and
showing a neurosphere centred inside; (d) is inverted with respect to (c) to compare with the next images. (e) and (f) NMR
microimages obtained at two different sections 180lm apart; only the area covered by the microcoil appears “illuminated;”
in (e), an internal and presumably necrotic area can be observed in this central section, whereas it is not visible in the most
superficial section in (f). The in-plane resolution is 8 8 lm, whereas the slice thickness is 50lm.
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NMR analysis
NMR microimaging and localised spectroscopy techniques were adapted from our previous
work studying brain tumour biopsies to optimise resolution on a standard base.40
We initially performed fluidic assays with NMR standard tubes and capillary tubes to test
the performance of the main experiments at different flow rates of medium inside the NMR
instrument, and the whole performance of the injectors was tested. Then, we conducted flow
tests with the microfluidic device. The results showed no differences between the images
obtained with stopped flow conditions and those obtained with a 0.2 ll/min flow. We observed
a clear disruption when the flow was increased to over 100ll/min.
When neurospheres were cultured inside the microchamber, we were able to obtain a pre-
liminary set of images and spatially localised spectra. The images (see Figure 4) show a dark-
ened area that is most likely due to the presence of a necrotic area in the interior of the neuro-
spheres, which can frequently be observed in ordinary histological preparations when the
distance to the surface impairs the diffusion of oxygen.
The spectra acquired in a volume of 8 nl inside the neurosphere show an accumulation of
lactate that is indicative of anoxic conditions (Figure 5) and is something commonly found in
the necrotic areas of glial tumours.3 The signal-to-noise ratio for the lactate signal was 19 and
was only 5 for the glucose signals. We currently are working to improve both the signal-to-
noise ratio and resolution by adapting the standard pulse sequences to the new hardware. We
are testing changes in the pulse sequences to speed-up the signal acquisition and increasing the
sampling rate. We also will collaborate in new designs of the PCB implementation of the
microcoils to improve the sensitivity and the extension of the field of view.
Control
Two optical fibre sensors allowed the temperature and pH to be monitored two times per
minute inside the microchamber. Both sensors are based on the sensitivity of a specific fluoro-
phore (quantifying variations produced in the emission spectra) to the changes in temperature
and pH in the microenvironment.
Thermostatisation was realised using a Peltier plate and a microcontroller that stabilised the
temperature to approximately 37 C. Measurements at 12 h reported a standard deviation of
approximately 0.1 for the temperature and pH (mean value of 7.2 for pH).
We developed a basic software platform for the concerted monitoring of the different fibre optic
sensors, optical imaging, and thermostatisation. A graphical user interface allows selection of the
data login, configuration of the sensors, targeting of the temperature control, and visualisation.
Though more complex designs for the culture microchamber could be helpful for specific
applications, for example, to direct or control cellular growth, other alternatives are also
FIG. 5. NMR water-suppressed 1H spectra obtained inside (a) and outside (b) the neurosphere in a localised voxel of 8 nl.
Some tentative designations are labelled in the figure. A considerable amount of lactate and lipids seem to be present in the
necrotic interior.
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possible. We have successfully inserted a specific scaffold during fabrication, which opens the
possibility of developing and incorporating independently made pieces of scaffold with the
required features to allow a broader array of applications.
CONCLUSIONS
Over the last few years, we developed a prototype micro-reactor (lab-on-chip) for the long-
term monitoring of tissue samples and organotypic cellular systems with special characteristics
that allows the use of NMR microscopy and/or optical techniques for molecular imaging. The
system maintained 3D cellular cultures within an environment similar to the conditions of natu-
ral tissue, including the flow of nutrients and the cellular microenvironment. Moreover, specific
tools were developed to control the system (integration of temperature sensor, pH sensor,
Peltier plate, etc.).
Neurospheres were successfully seeded, grown, and differentiated inside the microfluidic
chamber to generate a 3D cell culture network. The system allowed the monitoring of tempera-
ture and pH inside the microchamber. The images obtained using the system confirmed the
presence of necrotic areas in the sections with less access to fresh nutrients, as observed in the
histological analysis of real samples. Finally, spectra acquired by NMR in a volume of 8 nl
inside the neurosphere showed an accumulation of lactate indicative of anoxic conditions, con-
firming the viability of NMR analysis within the microchamber.
The whole system constitutes a single platform that will allow several biomedical assays of
therapeutic agents to be performed while also being monitored by NMR and optical techniques.
The system will require small quantities of drugs or nanodevices, which will be able to reach
the cells through a flow system that more closely approximates living conditions than plated
cell cultures.
NMR is a non-invasive technique that provides structural and physiological information,
which is a characteristic that we believe to be essential for monitoring a live cell assay with
minimal disturbance. This micro-device could be of great help in the quest for new powerful
clinically relevant image biomarkers directed to specific macromolecular targets while using
minimal amounts of product.
Future developments will require a more advanced design for the cell culture platform to
maintain real 3D tissue development, including special features from the natural microenviron-
ment as well as the control of these features. To this end, we have initiated attempts to combine
3D scaffold technologies with the microsystem device prototype for organotypic cell culture.
Three-dimensional scaffolds with different features at the macro, micro, and nano scales will be
fabricated with rapid prototyping techniques alone or in combination with electrospinning.41
These platforms will allow the precise control of the pore structure and architecture of the fab-
ricated scaffolds, resulting in 3D matrices with controlled structural, physicochemical, and me-
chanical properties that can be elaborated independently and then inserted into the culture
chamber.
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